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will not begin until after the two year
warranty has expired, there does not
seem to be an urgent need of aftermarket
republishers to have access to the
manufacturer service information
abnormally early. Consequently, the
aftermarket republishers should be able
to continue relying upon their existing
mechanisms for use of manufacturer
service information or, within legal
constraints of copywrite law, etc., make
use of the manufacturer service
information when it becomes publicly
available.

It is reasonable to provide some
leadtime after adoption of these
regulations to allow each manufacturer
the ability to assemble the necessary
information and put information
dissemination procedures in place.
However, since the information to be
made available for MYs introduced
prior to the finalization of these
regulations (beginning with the 1994
MY) has been in the hands of the
manufacturer’s dealerships for some
time, the information is clearly readily
available to the manufacturer and, to a
certain extent, has already entered the
distribution network. Consequently,
with regard to generic information, the
time necessary to set up a distribution
system for models already introduced is
not driven by the availability of the
information, only by the establishment
of the distribution system itself. As
described under the distribution section
(on what information a manufacturer
needs to provide for prior MYs), aside
from setting up a distribution system
(including the use of FedWorld), a
manufacturer need only duplicate the
information it has already supplied its
dealerships and, in many cases, already
made available to the aftermarket
industry through distribution channels
in place prior to these regulations. Thus,
a manufacturer should require no more
than 120 days after these rules are
promulgated to have in place a
distribution system making 1994 and
later service information available to the
independent service provider.

For vehicle models introduced
beginning on or after 120 days following
the promulgation of these regulations,
manufacturers will have established a
distribution system for getting the
information into the hands of the
aftermarket service provider by the time
these vehicles are introduced.
Therefore, no additional time is
necessary for a manufacturer to make
available to the independent service
provider the generic information it is
otherwise providing to its dealerships.
(Timeliness for enhanced indirect
information is discussed below in
section H).

The subject of timeliness also reflects
the need for a manufacturer to respond
in a timely fashion to requests for
emission-related service information. As
discussed above, manufacturers must
ensure that once an order is received by
its designated distributor, the distributor
must send the information within one
business day after receiving it. This time
frame for filling orders is reasonable. An
exception to the one business day
shipping requirement is available in
those circumstances where orders
exceed supply (based on projected
demand) and, as a result, distributors
need to reproduce a document.
Manufacturers will not be required to
respond to special, unique requests for
service information; for example,
manufacturers will not need to search
through their shop manual for a specific
section or page and fax just that page or
section to a customer. Rather, they will
be responsible for distributing
information in a predetermined form
and format, e.g., the same service
bulletin sent to their dealership would
also be sent to the independent service
technician. Since the form and format of
the information can be determined
ahead of time, the burden on a
manufacturer is to have a sufficient
quantity of information available to
meet demand and then have a
mechanism in place to receive and
process requests for information.
Neither of these tasks require special
skills and are akin to phone order
merchandise distribution common in
the retail sales industry. These other
retail sales outlets commonly fill orders
within 24 hours. A similarly timely
response to requests for emission-
related service information should be
possible.

EPA Decision: Beginning four months
after promulgation of these regulations,
manufacturers are to have in place a
service information distribution
mechanism which will allow service
information orders to be processed and
mailed out within one business day of
receipt of an order. As described above,
manufacturers are required to provide
more rapid service to their customers,
i.e., priority mailing. At that time,
manufacturers will be responsible for
providing all required direct service
information for 1994 and later MY
vehicles which have been offered for
sale. For vehicle models introduced
more than four months after
promulgation of these regulations,
manufacturers will be responsible for
providing direct service information to
independent service technicians,
facilities and others, at the same time it
is made available to dealerships.

G. Media/Format

Summary of Proposal: In the NPRM,
EPA established different format
requirements for different time periods.
These format requirements were based
on SAE documents, some of which were
not finalized at the time the NPRM was
published, e.g., ‘‘Recommended
Organization of Service Information’’
(J2008).

Summary of Comments: Extensive
comments were received on the
proposed formats. Some comments
objected to any EPA requirements for
formats, claiming that EPA lacked
authority to require a specific format.
Several commenters stated that the
regulations would force them to
completely rewrite and restructure their
service literature, which would be a
substantial and unnecessary burden.
Some of these comments objected to any
reference of SAE’s draft recommended
practices J2008 and ‘‘Remote
Diagnostic/Service Communications’’
(J2187). NADA indicated that if SAE
should finalize and adopt J2008 and/or
J2187 at some later date, it would then
be appropriate for EPA to reconsider
their incorporation into the OBD
regulation. The aftermarket generally
supported use of standardized formats,
saying that such standardization would
help independent technicians locate
and use diagnostic information.

Analysis of Comments: EPA believes
that a standardized format should make
accessing the volumes of available
service information easier and enhance
the ability of independent technicians to
utilize information. EPA believes the
benefits of an industry-accepted format
will outweigh any initial costs in
redesigning service literature. To ensure
this goal is achieved, the Agency would
like to provide adequate opportunity for
the industry to develop a format which
it believes most appropriately fulfills
the needs of all interested parties. The
Agency hopes that the industry will
adopt SAE J2008 by mid-1995.
However, if the industry is unable to
agree on a standardized format, the
Agency may develop a format for the
industry.

This rule contains no requirements
regarding the media or format of
emission-related information, including
‘‘Electrical/Electronic Systems
Diagnostic Terms, Definitions,
Abbreviations, and Acronyms’’ (J1930)
and J2187. EPA believes that further
discussions in the industry to develop
appropriate formats will be useful prior
to final regulations requiring any
specific media or format. The Agency
does not believe it is necessary at this
time to address the comments received


